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O

ne important component of the Affordable Care Act (ObamaCare) is the
creation of statewide “exchanges” or organizations that will oversee
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employer-sponsored insurance market.
The law invites, but does not require, states to create exchanges for
their residents. In December 2012, states had to decide if they would
establish and manage their own exchanges, or if they would refuse.
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celebrate the exchanges as “health insurance marketplaces” where
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consumers will find information and a variety of insurance options. But
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and rate what types of plans are bought and sold. Tax credits and subsidies
will be provided to some people, and penalties for noncompliance will be
levied on others.
Many ObamaCare advocates and mainstream media outlets

far from creating a real marketplace, these exchanges will simply be a
mechanism for the government to exert greater control over the health
insurance arena, which will result in less competition, fewer choices,
and less innovation.

WHY YOU SHOULD CARE
The health insurance exchanges will have a
profound impact on America’s health care system:
O Limiting Choices: Rather than making insurance

more competitive, the exchanges are likely to
make it less so by allowing only certain insurers to
offer certain, government-approved health plans
on the exchange. The exchanges will add a layer
of bureaucracy to our health system, inserting yet
another party between patients and doctors.
O Delivering Tax Credits and Subsidies: Americans

up to 400 percent of the federal poverty line will

MORE INFORMATION

What Is an ObamaCare
Health Insurance
Exchange?

T

he Affordable Care Act authorizes the creation
of statewide exchanges – called “American

/LHS[O)LULÄ[,_JOHUNLZ¹PU:LJ[PVUI:
“Each state shall, not later than January 1, 2014,
LZ[HISPZOHU(TLYPJHU/LHS[O)LULÄ[,_JOHUNL¹
That directive suggests that states have no

qualify for tax credits or subsidies when they

choice but to create an exchange. However, a later

purchase health insurance in the state exchanges.

section, 1321(c) states: “If a State is not an electing

In the next ten years, our federal government will

State… the Secretary shall (directly or through

spend over $1 trillion on these subsidies.

HNYLLTLU[^P[OHUV[MVYWYVÄ[LU[P[`LZ[HISPZOHUK

O Penalizing Employers: The exchanges will be

used to trigger higher tax penalties for employers
who do not offer their workers health insurance
[OH[PZ¸HKLX\H[L¹HUK¸HMMVYKHISL¹HZKLÄULKI`
the government). Employers will be drafted into
information sharing with the exchange agencies
in order to monitor the real-time employment and
insurance status of every person.
The exchanges represent a great expansion of
government health insurance regulation, which will

operate such Exchange within the State and the
Secretary shall take such actions as are necessary
to implement such other requirements.”
Section 1311(d) details the role of exchanges:
“An Exchange shall be a governmental agency
VYUVUWYVÄ[LU[P[`[OH[PZLZ[HISPZOLKI`H:[H[L
(U,_JOHUNLZOHSSTHRLH]HPSHISLX\HSPÄLK
OLHS[OWSHUZ[VX\HSPÄLKPUKP]PK\HSZHUKX\HSPÄLK
employers. An Exchange may not make available
HU`OLHS[OWSHU[OH[PZUV[HX\HSPÄLKOLHS[OWSHU¹
In plain English, this means the exchanges

have an impact on our choices, our budgets, and

will be the gatekeepers, allowing certain health

our jobs.

insurance policies to be bought and sold, while
L_JS\KPUNV[OLYZ[OH[HYLU»[¸X\HSPÄLK¹OLHS[O
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WSHUZ>OH[JVUZ[P[\[LZH¸X\HSPÄLK¹OLHS[OWSHU&

the exchanges will provide the following to the

;OL(MMVYKHISL*HYL(J[KLZJYPILZX\HSPÄLKOLHS[O

Secretary of the Treasury:

plans as those that contain “minimum essential

O

OLHS[OILULÄ[Z¹HZKL[LYTPULKI`[OL+LWHY[TLU[
of Health and Human Services.

a list of those exempted from the mandate,
along with their tax information;

O

States are allowed to raise the bar – and require

a list of people eligible for a tax credit in the
exchange because their employers didn’t

more pieces of mandated coverage – but they

provide adequate or affordable offers of

cannot lower the bar and permit the sale of health

health coverage;

plans that are more basic than the federal guidelines.

O HSPZ[VMWLVWSL^OVOH]LUV[PÄLK[OLL_JOHUNL

that they’ve changed employers; and,

What Will an ObamaCare Health
Insurance Exchange Do?
Besides enforcing the minimum essential
OLHS[OILULÄ[ZI`RLLWPUNV\[¸\UX\HSPÄLK¹

O

a list of people who have ceased their health
insurance coverage and the date of their
cessation.

The Treasury Department will use this

plans, the state exchanges must provide a toll-

information to determine which individuals and

free telephone hotline and a Web site which will

employers owe penalties. The exchanges will also

offer “standardized comparative information” on

be responsible for informing employers of any of

health plans, an electronic calculator for people

their workers who cease coverage in the exchange

to determine the cost of their coverage, and

(and their cessation dates).

assign each plan in the exchange a rating “in

Finally, exchanges are responsible for

accordance with the criteria developed by the

establishing a program called “Navigators” –

Secretary” of HHS. The exchanges also must

basically people who will assist businesses and

inform people of eligibility for Medicaid, CHIP, or

PUKP]PK\HSZPUÄUKPUNOLHS[OWSHUZ^OH[[OLWYP]H[L

any State or local public program and help enroll

market might call “health insurance agents”). With

people who are eligible.

all the red tape and paperwork, we will all certainly

The exchanges will also be used to monitor

need help navigating this new system.

citizens’ employment and insurance status to
make sure everyone is in compliance with the law.
;OH[»Z^O`L_JOHUNLZT\Z[NYHU[JLY[PÄJH[PVUZ

SHOP Exchanges
Each state is actually supposed to set up

to certain people who are exempt from the law’s

two exchanges: one for individuals and one for

individual mandate to buy health insurance. Then,

small businesses. SHOP stands for the “Small
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business Health Options Program.” In some states

Deciding not to establish an exchange meant

the individual and SHOP exchanges will operate

turning down federal grant money, sometimes as

independently; in some states they will be merged.

much as $500 million in grants. But the 25 states

While no employer with fewer than 50 employers

that refused calculated that in the long run, the

is required to offer health insurance under

costs of running their own exchange would exceed

ObamaCare, many employers have traditionally

the federal support.

PUJS\KLK[OPZILULÄ[ILJH\ZLVM[OLTHYRL[

Chris Christie, the Governor of New Jersey,

incentive (to attract and retain valuable workers),

explained, “I will not ask New Jerseyans to commit

and because our tax code allows people to obtain

today to a state-based exchange when the federal

employer-sponsored insurance with pre-tax dollars.

government cannot tell us what it will cost, how

States can allow businesses with up to 100

that cost compares to other options and how much

workers to participate in the SHOP exchange, or

control they will give the states over this option

they can limit participation to businesses with no

that comes at the cost of our state’s taxpayers.”

more than 50 workers. The SHOP exchange will

Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin also cited

have the same characteristics as the individual

concerns about state sovereignty, saying, “If we

L_JOHUNL!0[^PSSILSPTP[LK[VVUS`¸X\HSPÄLK¹

tried to do our own state exchange, myself and

health plans, and it will compare plans using a

other governors across the nation believe it’s in

standardized rating system. As the HealthCare.

name only because in the end it would be the

gov Web site explains, it will “simplify choices” for

Obama administration that would approve it.”

small businesses.

In the end, the governors of the 25 states who
refused to establish exchanges decided to step

The Debate for States
The choice faced by states – whether or not

aside and let the federal government take over.
Aside from the obvious practical problem this

[VLZ[HISPZOL_JOHUNLZ¶^HZHKPMÄJ\S[VUL

creates for ObamaCare (Is the federal government

Would creating an exchange mean compliance

even capable of running 25 exchanges in 25

with ObamaCare? Would it mean a higher bill

states?), the philosophical statement looms large.

for states? Even for conservative-led states

As the Wall Street Journal editors noted in the days

that oppose ObamaCare, a question of strategy

following the decision deadline:

remained: Would refusing to create an exchange

“ObamaCare was designed to make a

mean ceding even more control to the federal

Washington-dominated and -paid for system

government?

inevitable. Within three or four years the same
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people who passed ObamaCare will be talking

also provide such tools (such as eHealthInsurance, a

about ‘solving’ ObamaCare’s government-created

private Web site like Travelocity for health insurance).

problems with more government. The [25] Governors
are merely saying they won’t be accomplices.”

A Different Solution: Give States Freedom
The federal government shouldn’t be in the business of regulating health insurance at all. Constitu-

The exchanges are not the solution to our existing health care problems, and in fact are simply another step in the bad direction of further complicating and constricting our health system. Real reform
would mean giving states – and individuals – more
freedom to make their own choices.

tionally speaking, health regulation should be in the
purview of the states as a part of their policing power.
Some regulations help shape a robust, competitive market. People want to be sure that their con-

Federal Exchanges – IRS Controversy
The 25 states who refused to establish
their own exchanges will default to federallyrun exchanges. One way Congress intended to

[YHJ[Z^PSSILLUMVYJLK[OH[ÄYTZHYLU»[HK]LY[PaPUN

“encourage” states to build their own exchanges

falsely, and that no one is cheating the system. But

was by conditioning the law’s “premium assistance

over-regulation in health insurance markets has al-

tax credits” (and therefore some taxes on

ready had disastrous effects on prices and choices

employers) only to people in state-run exchanges.

MVYJVUZ\TLYZ0UZ[LHKVMH[[LTW[PUN[VÄ_[OPZWYVIlem by further restricting markets and creating statewide exchanges, states should do the opposite, and
open their markets to real competition and innovation.
People should be free to purchase insurance

This would mean only half of the country would
receive the tax credits, because the 25 federal
exchanges could not deliver them.
ObamaCare’s advocates have attempted
to correct this problem through an IRS rule that
essentially changes the law to allow for tax credits

from companies in other states. This would multi-

and subsidies in the federal exchanges. This

WS`V\YVW[PVUZÄM[`[PTLZV]LYHUKTVYLVW[PVUZ

regulatory power-grab reverses the letter and intent

would increase competition – lowering prices, en-

of the Affordable Care Act, and has resulted in a

couraging higher quality, and increasing customer
satisfaction.
;OLYL»ZZPTWS`UVULLKMVYZ[H[LZ[VKLÄUL

SH^Z\P[ÄSLKI`[OL:[H[LVM6RSHOVTH that is now
before a federal court.
The IRS is an executive agency that can only
collect new taxes or dispense new subsidies with

¸X\HSPÄLK¹HUK¸\UX\HSPÄLK¹WSHUZ0MHOLHS[OWSHU

a legislative directive. Without a legal basis for

isn’t satisfactory to consumers, they won’t buy it. If

the ObamaCare tax credits and penalties, the

there’s a demand for more clear information to help

IRS may be operating illegally in the federally-run

consumers pick health plans, the private sector can

exchanges. The Courts will have to decide.
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WHAT YOU CAN DO
You can learn more about insurance exchanges
and their impact on the U.S.
O

O

Get Informed: To learn more visit:
Q

Independent Women’s Forum

Q

The Cato Institute

Q

HealthCareLawsuits.org

O

Become a Leader in the Community: Get
a group together each month to talk about an
issue (it will be fun!). Write a letter to the editor.
Show up at local government meetings and
make your opinions known. A few motivated
people can change the world

O Remain Engaged: Too many good citizens see
election time as the only time they need to pay

Talk to Your Friends: Help your friends and

attention to politics. We need everyone to pay

family understand these important issues. Tell

H[[LU[PVUHUKOVSKLSLJ[LKVMÄJPHSZHJJV\U[HISL

them about what’s going on and encourage

Let your representatives know your opinions.

them to join you in getting involved.

After all, they are supposed to work for you!

ABOUT THE INDEPENDENT WOMEN’S FORUM

OUR PARTNERS

The Independent Women’s Forum (IWF) is
dedicated to building support for free markets, limited
government, and individual responsibility.
IWF, a non-partisan, 501(c)(3) research and educational
institution, seeks to combat the too-common presumption
[OH[^VTLU^HU[HUKILULÄ[MYVTIPNNV]LYUTLU[HUK
build awareness of the ways that women are better served
by greater economic freedom. By aggressively seeking
earned media, providing easy-to-read, timely publications
and commentary, and reaching out to the public, we

Contact us if you would like to become a partner!

seek to cultivate support for these important principles
and encourage women to join us in working to return the
country to limited, Constitutional government.
We rely on the support of people like you! Please visit

CONNECT WITH IWF!
FOLLOW US ON:

us on our website www.iwf.org to get more information
and consider making a donation to IWF.
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